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Let V be a bounded contractible domain in Rn. We shall consider nonlinear 
partial differential operators on Cm mappings u: V- Rm, in particular, such 
operators which appear in Euler-Lagrange equations. For example, if 
L = L(?j, Tq,..., q”), where 17 = (qI ,..., QJ and $ = (7ri ,..., v,J, i = l,..., n is 
-a Cr function and D = (Dl ,..., D,) denotes the gradient, Di : a/ax, , then a 
necessary condition for the functional 
s L(u, D,u ,..., D,u) dx V 
to have an extremum at u is 
;l [ $ (u, DA.., D,u) - i Da +& (u, D,u ,..., D..)] Au3 = 0, XEV 
i=l 
for arbitrary variations AZ+ . Th e resulting second-order system of partial 
differential equations 
z (% W,..., QP) - 2 D, G (u, D,u ,..., D,u) = 0, 
i=l 
j = l,..., m; x E V, 
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is called a system of Euler-Lagrange equations. If the Lagrangian 
L = L(q,..., v",...) 
is a Cp function of 7” = (7rk ,..., r)mk),K~N”,/kl =k,+...+k,<pandq 
denotes $ for k = 0, then a necessary condition for ZJ to yield an extremum of 
the functional 
s L(u,..., D"u,...) dx, D" = 8lh-I V 8x3 -.. ax> 
is 
for arbitrary variations Au,; this leads to the system of Euler-Lagrange equations 
,kFcy (-l)l”‘l Dl"'l $ (u,..., Dh,...) = 0, j = l,..., m, x E I’, 
\’ 3 ’ 
of order 2p in general. The left-hand side of this system will be called the 
Euler-Lagrange operator corresponding to the Lagrangian L. 
The most general nonlinear differential operators considered here will be of 
the form 
h = A(u,..., D%,...), 
where / R / < 2~. They do not depend explicitly on the independent variable x, 
and hence, the corresponding equations are autonomous. Since every nonauto- 
nomous system of equations can be supplemented in the obvious way to an 
autonomous system, this assumtion does not restrict the generality of our 
considerations. 
In Section 1 of this paper we formulate a criterion for an operator X to be the 
Euler-Lagrange operator corresponding to a Lagrangian L. We also show the 
possibility of constructing L from h and investigate the freedom in the choice of a 
Lagrangian for a given )\. A similar result for ordinary differential operators was 
obtained in [8]. In Section 2 we show that every linearization of an Euler- 
Lagrange operator is a formally selfadjoint operator in V and vice versa, if every 
linearization of h is a formally selfadjoint operator in V, then there is a Lagrangian 
L such that X is the Euler-Lagrange operator corresponding to L. A simple 
example illustrating the results is given in Section 3. 
The problem of formulating criteria for differential equations to follow from 
variational principles has been considered by several authors. Tonti [6, 71, 
Finlayson [2, 31, and recently Atherton and Homsy [l] have developed such 
criteria for ordinary and partial differential equations based on a theorem of 
Vainberg [9, p. 561. An interpretation of Vainberg’s theorem in terms of the 
Poincare lemma is due to T. Hughes and Marsden [5]. 
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An independent solution of the problem for ordinary differential equations of 
any order on differential manifolds is given in [S]. The present paper is an 
extension of this solution to partial differential equations, The method used in 
both papers is that of introducing a suitable cochain complex and proving a 
PoincarC-type lemma. The differential in the complex, called the Lagrange 
differential, applied to a function produces a 1 -form closely related to the Euler- 
Lagrange operator corresponding to this function. Hence, the Poincare-type 
lemma for the Lagrange differential is what is needed to establish the desired 
criteria. Although the results are presented within the framework of coordinate 
geometry, all concepts introduced and all theorems proved are independent of the 
coordinate system. 
In one of his lectures in the University of Paris in May of 1975, I. M. Gelfand 
has considered problems related to those presented here and arising in connection 
with the Korteweg-de Vries equation. 
1 
The language of our prisentation will be that of differential forms. Accordingly, 
we introduce the exterior algebra of forms 
each form in some space Y, of variables qjk , 1 K 1 < p; @im,“’ is the module of 
O-forms, hence, in fact, the ring of scalar real-valued functions, and @r) for 
Q 3 1 are @Am)-modules of q-forms 
The infinity in the superscript refers to the fact that there is no bound imposed 
on the length of the multi-index K. The elements of @Am), and, at the same time, 
the coefficients of all forms, are Cm functions. 
Further, we introduce operators acting on elements of Woo) and with values in 
@fin). Some of these will be derivations and hence, it will be sufficient to define 
them on elements of @hm) and on differentials of rlik , cf. [4]. 
For each K E Nn, the operator yK is a derivation defined as follows 
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For each i = l,..., n a derivation Di is defined by 
where ei = (eii,..., emi), e:, = 0 for i # i’ and eii = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. The commutator [YK, DJ = YKDi - DiYK satkjes the 
relation 
= 0, for fci = 0. 
Proof. It follows from general theory of derivations that the commutator 
of two derivations is also a derivation, cf. [4]. Therefore, it is sufficient to 
verify the above formula on elements of @A”) and on differentials of vile , which is 
immediate. 
We shall also use operators Dk = 03 x 1.. x D”,“, and these operators are not 
derivations. 
The series 
applied to a form p E CD trn) becomes a finite sum since for each CL, 3$ = 0 for 
sufficiently large length of the multi-index K. Hence, 
is an operator defined in @(*), This operator is not a derivation. 
PROPOSITION 2. For each i = l,..., n, ED~ = 0. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 1. 
DEFINITION. The operator 6 = Ed is called theLagrange dz&ential. To justify 
the definition we observe that the application of the operator Ed to a function 
L = L( . . . . r)‘,... ), 1 K 1 < p, yields 
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Using properties of derivations Di and Proposition 2, we obtain 
Let I( and u’ be two Cm mappings: u, u’: V + Rm and let Au denote a vector in 
the space Ya, with components AUjt = D”(u*’ - z+) at the point 7]jk = D’uj , 
j = l,..., m; 1 k 1 < 2p. The evaluation of 6L on Au gives 
(-l)lk” D”’ $ (u ,..., D”u ,... )] Auj , XE v. 
Hence, the form 6L is closely related to the Euler-Lagrange operator corre- 
sponding to L. 
THEOREM 1. The operator S has the property: 68 = 0. 
Proof. 
66 = Ed To + c (-l)l”I DWk d = < dYOd + l 1 (-;I,,’ DkFkd = 0 
PI>1 IW,l . 
follows from Proposition 2 and from the equalities dDk = Dkd and FOd = 
K+d. 
THEOREM 2. Let h be a l-form 
h = 2 hj(*.., vjk ,a..) dTj 
j=l 
satisfyng 6X = 0. Then there b a function L E ~0;~) such that /\ = 6L. 
Proof. A detailed proof is given in the case n = 2. The proof of Theorem 3 
is essentially the same and is given in the case tr = 3. A proof for higher values of 
n would follow the same pattern, although requiring more steps. 
Let p’ be operators in qb(@ defined by 
pi zzz - c (-l)l”l &Dk-t+flk, i = l,..., 71, 
kEKi 
where Ki = {k E N”: ki > 0, kit = 0 for i’ > i>. For example, for 1z = 2 we obtain 
pl = - ,=(& (-1)‘“’ + Dk+‘Fk , 
7i1>0,i2=0 
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and 
Formulas 
where k E Nn. 
k=(kl,k,) 
k,>O 
P% = G > 
p2D, = 0, 
~92 = D2p1, 
p2D2 = ~9~ - D,p’ 
follow from Proposition 1. It follows from 6X = 0 that 
2dh = D,pl dh + D2p2 dh. 
Therefore, 
d(D,pl dA + D2p2 dh) = D, dpl dh + D, dp2 dh = 0. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Applying p1 and p2 to the last equation and using formulae (1) and (2), one obtains 
Hence 
3dpl dA = -Dzpl dp2 dh, 
3dp2 dh = D,pl dp2 dh. 
(4) 
(5) 
dDlpl dp2 dh = D, dpl dp2 dA = 0. 
The application of p1 and the subsequent substitution of (1) yields 
dpl dp2 dh = 0. 
Therefore, by the Poincare lemma, there exists a 2-form tG2 such that 
p1 dp2 dh = dp12. 
This result used in formula (4) yields 
d(pl dh + &D2/G2) = 0. 
Likewise, from (5) one obtains 
d(pa dh - +Dlp12) = 0. 
Hence, by the PoincarC lemma, there exist l-forms $ and p2 such that 
(6) 
p1 dh + +D2/G2 = dP1 
p2 dh - $D,,12 = d$. 
(7) 
(8) 
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Substitution of (7) and (8) into (3) yields 
d(X - $D,$ - jD&) = 0. 
Therefore, again by the Poincart lemma, there exists a function L such that 
(9) 
Now applying the operator E to Eq. (9) an d using Proposition 2 and properties of 
the operators Yk , one obtains 
x = a, 
which completes the proof. 
The above proof gives, in fact, a method of construction of a function L for a 
given form h by means of integration of Eqs. (6)-(9). 
THEOREM 3. A function L = L(..., qjk: ,...) satisjes the equation SL = 0 if 
and only ;f there are functions pi( . . . . 7]jk ,... ), i = I,..., n, and a constant c such that 
L = f D&( . . . . rjik ,...) + c. 
i=l 
Proof. If L is given by (IO), then SL = 0 follows by direct verification. 
A proof of the converse is given for the case n = 3. In that case the operators pi 
defined earlier have the form 
p1 = - c 
k=(kl.k2.k8, 
(-j)lki -+-alrk, 
kt>O.k,=k,=O 
p2 z - c (-1)lk:r &-)k-ea~k, 
k=(k,,k,,k,) 
$>OO. ka=O 
p3 = - c (-l)l”l +)k-ea~k, 
k=(kl.k~,ka) 
k8>0 
where K E IV. From Proposition 1 we have the following equalities 
P% = & > 
p2D, = 0, 
p3Dl = 0, 
PID, = D2p1, 
p2D2 = To - Rpl, 
p3D2 = 0, 
PQ, = D3p1, 
p=D, = D&, 
p3D3 = To - DIP’ - Dzp2. 
If 6L = 0, then 
dL = DIP’ dL $ D2p2 dL -I- L&p3 dL. (11) 
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Applying the exterior differential d to (11) one obtains 
D, d/9 dL $ D, dp2 dL $ D, dp3 dL = 0. 
The subsequent application of the operators pl, p2 and p3 yields 
2dpl dL = -D,pl dp2 dL - Dgl dp3 dL 
2dpa dL = -D,p2 dp3 dL + D,pl dp2 dL 
2dp3 dL = Dlp1 dp3 dL + D,p2 dp3 dL. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Then the following formulas are obtained by alternate applications of the exterior 
differential d and the operators pl, p2 and p3 
-D, dpl dp2 dL - D, dpl dp3 dL = 0 
-D, dp2 dp3 dL + D, dp’ dp2 dL = 0 
D, dpl dp3 dL + D, dp2 dp3 dL = 0 
3dpl dp2 dL = D3p1 dp2 dp3 dL 
3dp1 dp3 dL = - D2pl dp2 dp3 dL 
3dp2 dp3 dL = D,pl dp2 dp3 dL 
D, dpl dp2 dp3 dL = 0 
dpl dp” dp3 dL = 0. 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
From (18) and the Poincare lemma it follows that there exists a 2-form $23 
such that 
p1 dp2 dp3 dL = dP123. 
This, combined with (15), (16) and (17), gives 
d(pl dp2 dL - 4~~~133) = 0 
d(pl dp3 dL + )D#3) = 0 
d(p2 dp3 dL - +D,/P) = 0. 
Hence, again by the Poincare lemma, there exist l-forms pr2, ~13, and @a such 
that 
p’ dp2 dL _ @&23 = d P 1’2 
p1 dp3 dL + $D+P3 = dP13 
p2 dp3 dL - $DlP123 = dP23. 
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These equations together with (12), (13), and (14) yield 
d(pl- dL + +D# + $D#) = 0 
d(p2 dL + +Ds23 - &D+12) = 0 
d(p3 dL - $D1/G3 - ~D,P~~) = 0. 
Therefore, there exist functions pl, p2, and p3 such that 
p1 dL + +D2/.G2 + $D+G3 = dpl 
p2 dL + $D+23 - &D,/G2 = dp2 
p3 dL - $D+G3 - +D2~23 = dp3. 
From these equations and from Eq. (11) it follows that 
d(L - D& - D2tc2 - D3p3) = 0, 
which means that there exists a constant c such that 
L = D1pl + D,p2 + D,/.L~ + c. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Given a d#erential operator 
x = R ,--a, L), Ai = Ai(u ,..., D”u ,... ), j = I,..., m, 
it follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 that the form 
x = f h&j ,..., 7” ,...) dTj 
j=l 
corresponding to this operator sati$es the equation 6h = 0 if and only if the operator 
h is an Euler-Lagrange operator; that is, if and only if there exists a function 
L = L(v ,..., vk ,...) such that 
Aj = c (-l)lk’l D”’ -?L- (u ,..., D”u ,... ). 
k' 
It follows from Theorem 3 that the function L is determined exactly up to an additive 
term 
i W + c, 
where the pi’s are arbitrary functions 
pi = py7j )..., 7)” ,... ), i = l,..., n 
and c is an arbitrary constant. 
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2 
In this section we derive a criterion for a nonlinear differential operator of order 
2p to be an Euler-Lagrange operator in terms of its linearizations. 
THEOREM 4. If the form 
x = i J+(T) )..., -7)” ...) dQ 
j=l 
corresponding to the operator 
h == (A, ,..., A,), hj = Aj(U ,...) D% ,... ), j = I,..., m, 1 K 1 < 2p 
satis$es the equation Sh = 0, then every linearization of X is formally selfadioint. 
Proof. Using the operators pi introduced in Section 1, one can write E as 
Then 
E = To - i; Dipi. 
or 
6h = E dA = 2 dh - 2 Dipi dh = 0, 
i=l 
dA = 3 i D,pi d/l. 
i=l 
Substitution of the explicit expression for A yields 
= -$ f Dj c 
i=l l<j i'<m 
lk<li’I‘-22, 
(--l)lk’i R,! cnk; K,)! Dk’-ei (&d?,,,,, A d+ 
3' 
k>k’,k’cKi 
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Let u, ul, and us be any three Cm mappings V -+ Rm and let AL and A2u denote 
the two vectors in the space Y2, with components A%+, = Dk(ujl - uj) and 
A2ujk = Dk($ - I+) respectively, at the point vik = Dkuj , j = l,..., m, 
1 k 1 < 2~. Evaluating the first and the last terms in the above equality on 
AL A A2u, one obtains 
l&m% (uv*v DKuv . ..)(&u~.~ A2uj - d2Uj,, A$.) 
‘! 
h’! (h - h’)! 
Dk -es 
D”u,...)(dluj,k-k, A2uj - A2uj,k-k, A’u,)] . 
The right-hand side of this equality is the divergence of a vector depending 
bilinearly on derivatives of A1uj = ujl - uj and A%+ = ut - uj of order up to 
2p - 1. Hence, this equality implies that 
d” cu,..., D%,...) Dk ‘%’ ’ 
j = “‘*” m 
(1% 
is a formally selfadjoint linear differential operator at u applied to the Alrqs, 
i’ = l,..., m. This completes the proof of the theorem since (19) is the lineariza- 
tion of A. 
THEOREM 5. If every linearization (19) of h is formally selfadjoikt, then X is an 
Euler-Lagrange operator. 
Proof. If every linearization of X is formally selfadjoint, then there exist 
2-forms 
&‘k’( . . . . 7f ,...) dvjk A dvjta, , 1 K / < 2p, i = I,..., n 
l<i,j’<rn 
Ikl.lk’l<2P-1 
in the space Y2,-r such that for any C* mappings u, ~1, ~2: V -+ R”” 
where A%, A% are vectors in Y2, introduced in the proof of Theorem 4. 
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It follows that 
dh = f DiPi. 
i=l 
(20) 
The operators pi introduced earlier satisfy the following relations 
pi’ Di = 0, for i’>i 
= To - 1 Di-, for i’=i 
iN<i 
= Dipi’, for i’ < i, 
which can be derived from Proposition 1. Applying to both sides of (20) the 
operator 
one obtains 
= i$l D&pi’ - 5 1 DiDitpiyi’ -/- f c DitDipi’pi 
i=lnai'>i i'-ln>i>i' / 
Therefore, 
= j, W7d’~ 
6x = F. dh - f Dip” dh = 0 
i=l 
and, by Theorem 2, X is an Euler-Lagrange operator. 
3 
A simple example can be used to illustrate the above results. We consider here 
the Monge-Ampere equation in the two-dimensional space: 
D’2,0’u . D’0,2’u - (DW’42 = 0. 
The corresponding l-form ;\ is 
h = (rl(2.0) rl(o.2) -&.o) 4, 
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and 
Hence, the equation is an Euler-Lagrange equation. 
Now we proceed to the calculation of a Lagrangian L. Equation (6) in this 
case yields 
P’ 4’ dx = PI dP(7m) d7co.l) - rl(l.1) d7tl.o)) A &I 
= 6dm.o) A 4to.l) A 4 = W- 
A solution of this equation is 
P = 6~1.0) 4co.l) * 4. 
Equations (7) and (8) give 
p1 dh + 4D’“,1’~12 = 2(7(0,2) d7tl.o) + 7(1,0) d7(o,d A d7 
zzz W 
and 
P” dh - W1+o)~12 = -2(7(1,1) d7m + 7t1.0) h,,,,) A 4 
+ &(I,o) dv,,o) A drl(o,,) 
= dp2. 
Solving these equations, we obtain 
/*’ = 27(o.z)7(1,0) d7 
p2 = -27(1,1)7(1,0) 4 + 7?1,0) dvo,,) . 
Finally, Eq. (9) yields 
h _ +D(l.o$l _ @,l) 
CL - -47?1,0, 4to.z) - 7(0,2)7ko) drl(l,o) 
2 - 
= dL. 
Hence 
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is a Lagrangian. Using Theorem 3, we can change this Lagrangian to a more 
symmetric form 
Z= rl(0,1)77(1,0)~k1) 
by adding 
~wILm0.d 
By the same argument 
is also a Lagrangian for this h since e is obtained by adding 
to L. Then, a more complex form 
2 = 7?I*om(o.z) - 3?(Lomo,1m,1) + 7~0,1)7(2.0) 9 
known as a Lagrangian of the Mange-Ampere equation is, in fact, a Lagrangian 
of -6h, because 
62 = -26L - 2& - 2617 = -6h. 
That h is an Euler-Lagrange operator follows also from Theorem 5. In fact, 
the linearization of h at any u can be written as 
D’“,O’~ . 0’0,2’ Au _ 2D’1,Uu o’l,l’ Au + D’0,2’u . D’Z,O, Au 
z D’W(D’ 0,2& . D’1.0’ Au - D’Ll’u . D’O,l’ Au) 
+ D’0,1’(D’2,0)u . D’OJ’ Au _ D’Ll’u . D(W) Au). 
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